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Meter-Scale Seafloor Geodetic Measurements Obtained
from Repeated Multibeam Sidescan Surveys

John B. DeSanto� and David T. Sandwell

Scripps Institution of Oceanography, University of California San Diego, La Jolla, California, USA

ABSTRACT
We calibrate a technique to use repeated multibeam sidescan
surveys in the deep ocean to recover seafloor displacements
greater than a few meters. Displacement measurements from
seafloor patches (3 km by 20 km) on the port and starboard
side of the ship are used to estimate vertical and across-track
displacement. We present displacement measurements from a
survey of the Ayu Trough southwest of the Marianas Trench
using a 12 kHz multibeam. Vertical and across-track displace-
ment errors for the 12 kHz multibeam sonar are typically
0–2m with RMS uncertainties of 0.25–0.67 m in the across-
track and 0.37–0.75 m in the vertical as determined by 3-way
closure tests. The uncertainty of the range-averaged sound
velocity is a major error source. We estimate that variations in
the sound velocity profile, as quantified using expendable
bathythermographs (XBTs) during data collection, contribute
up to 0.3m RMS uncertainty in the across-track direction and
1.6m RMS uncertainty in the vertical direction.
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Introduction

Among the great geodetic challenges in Earth science is the problem of
seafloor geodesy (Davis et al. 2012). Offshore earthquakes, volcanoes, and
landslides can cause displacements on the meter scale or larger but are diffi-
cult to measure directly because the microwave signals that enable the collec-
tion of GPS and InSAR data cannot penetrate deeper than a few millimeters
in seawater. As a result, specialized tools have been developed specifically to
measure displacement on the seafloor, the most accurate of which are GPS-
Acoustic and Bottom Pressure Recorders (Burgmann and Chadwell 2014).
While these measurements are accurate to the centimeter scale, they are
limited in that they are point measurements. Another instrument that may be
used for seafloor geodetic application is the multibeam sonar, which collects
bathymetry measurements in a broad swath beneath a research vessel.
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Multibeam data are collected in “pings,” which consist of chirp pulses
emitted by the sonar; reflections of a single pulse from the seafloor are
logged before another pulse is emitted. The fundamental data we consider
is the amplitude time series of each echo. For the remainder of this paper
we shall refer to these as “sidescan” data since they are analogous to data
collected by towed sidescan sonars, although it is important to clarify that
these data are collected by a hull-mounted sonar rather than a towed sonar.
Each ping consists of many points of amplitude, each with a unique look
angle h, measured from vertical, and range q, the distance between the
sonar and the point on the seafloor from which the echo reflected. For
12 kHz multibeam sonars, the slant range resolution is 11.25m even in
depths >3 km. Amplitude points in a single ping are arranged roughly
across track; we log the position of each ping with a value called the azi-
muth, the along-track distance from a shared reference point.
The method for measuring seafloor displacement with a multibeam sonar

involves collecting repeated surveys of a patch of seafloor. Displacement
between the surveys may be calculated via the normalized cross-correlation
between surveys. The offset that yields the peak correlation coefficient is
our desired measurement. The precision of a displacement calculated in
this way is a sub-pixel fraction of the data resolution; a 12 kHz multibeam
sonar has a bathymetry resolution on the order of 100–150m for seafloor
depths of �3000m, so it is possible to resolve displacements on the order
of 10m. However, the sidescan data collected alongside bathymetry should
be able to resolve displacements on the order of 1.125m given its slant
range resolution, a theoretical improvement of an order of magnitude over
what is possible with bathymetry. This is less accurate than the displace-
ments measurable using GPS-Acoustic or Bottom Pressure Recorders, but
the multibeam sonar offers superior areal coverage and the meter reso-
lution that may be achieved with sidescan is still sufficient to measure sur-
face displacements from earthquakes >Mx 7.0 or from submarine
slope failures.
Previous studies have employed differential multibeam bathymetry to

measure the seafloor displacement across the Japan Trench due to 2011Mx

9.0 Tohoku-Oki earthquake in the regions offshore Miyagi (Fujiwara et al.
2011) and Sanriku (Fujiwara et al. 2017). These studies were able to iden-
tify the distribution of surface displacement with an accuracy on the order
of 3–20m. A study by DeSanto, Sandwell, and Chadwell (2016) proposed
using digital image correlation on sidescan data collected simultaneously
with multibeam bathymetry. The theoretical displacement resolution
obtained from image correlation of sidescan data should be superior to that
obtained from multibeam bathymetry because the resolution of sidescan is
constant in slant range and thus independent of seafloor depth, in contrast
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with multibeam bathymetry resolution, which becomes coarser in deeper
waters. In addition, the sidescan data are less sensitive to roll biases than
multibeam bathymetry. The DeSanto, Sandwell, and Chadwell (2016) study
estimated a displacement precision of 0.75m in the range dimension by
analyzing legacy multibeam sidescan data from cruises in offshore Cascadia
and Southern California. However, that study was unable to quantify the
contribution of the correlation algorithm, navigation, and sound speed pro-
file to the measurement uncertainty or how these uncertainties are
impacted by survey design.
There are few requirements to be able to collect a displacement measure-

ment using sonar data. The key experiment design involves returning to a
previously surveyed region to collect a second data set of bathymetry and
sidescan utilizing the same geometry as the older survey. In order to facili-
tate a valid cross-correlation between the reference and repeat surveys, we
need sufficient information about the ship location and sound velocity pro-
file for both surveys. The ship location is required to properly locate any
patch of seafloor in space since the research vessel acts as the reference
from which ranges are measured. Ideally the ship navigation has been post-
processed using a technique such as Precise Point Positioning (PPP) as
shown in DeSanto, Chadwell, and Sandwell (2018) to achieve an accuracy
of 6 cm in the horizontal components and 14 cm in the vertical component.
An appropriate sound velocity profile is required to properly perform ray-
tracing when solving for the range of any sonar echo; poor constraints on
the sound velocity can result in up to a few meters of range error as well
as a poorly constrained look angle.
We seek to clarify the accuracy of displacement measurements from

repeated sidescan surveys attainable given a wide variety of acquisition
parameters. Some parameters, such as the ship speed and seafloor depth,
influence the along-track sounding density on the seafloor with slower
speeds and shallower depths allowing for a greater sounding density and
thus more precise measurement (Kongsberg 2011). Sonar frequency and
bandwidth affect sounding density in the across-track direction but also
influences the swath width, with higher frequencies reducing the range of
look angles from which data may be collected with an acceptable noise
level. The track separation of the repeated tracks may play a significant role
as the different ship locations will modify the range and look angle to
reflectors on the seafloor between tracks as explained in DeSanto, Sandwell,
and Chadwell (2016). In a similar fashion, heading variations during data
collection influence the sounding density on the seafloor, with more stable
surveys yielding more consistent sounding density. The quality of our
knowledge of the ship position during acquisition places bounds on how
well we may locate a patch of seafloor due to the sonar ranges being
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relative to the vessel. We also seek to quantify the uncertainties introduced
to the data from perturbations of the sound velocity profile.
In this study, we consider data from the Roger Revelle, 2016, Leg 5

(RR1605) cruise. We performed a calibration survey during the RR1605
cruise in 2016, which consisted of five repeating multibeam surveys col-
lected near the Ayu Trough �200 nautical miles southwest of Palau. The
Ayu Trough is a slow spreading center denoting the southern plate bound-
ary between the Philippine Sea Plate and the Caroline Sea Plate (Weissel
and Anderson 1978). The plate motion across this boundary is difficult to
resolve; marine seismic studies estimate the spreading rate to be
3.5–9.1mm/yr based upon sediment thicknesses and sedimentation rates
(Fujiwara et al. 1995; Hong and Lee 2002). The seafloor in this region in
�3000–4000 m deep and has a topographic fabric oriented approximately
North-South, reflecting the plate boundary between the Philippine and
Caroline Sea Plates. The survey area contains both a rough and reflective
topographic high as well as a smoother topographic low.
The RR1605 experiment consists of repeated surveys consisting of four

tracks (Figures 1 and 2): Track 1 is 12 nautical miles long and oriented due
East with a heading of 090�. Track 2 is 8 nautical miles long and oriented
Southwest with a heading of 225�. Track 3 is 12 nautical miles long and
oriented due North with a heading of 000�, forming a cross with Track 1.
Track 4 is an 8 nm long diagonal track similar to Track 2 with a heading

Figure 1. Topography collected during the RR1605 cruise (colored). Regional topography from
before the cruise shown in the gray shaded background. Regional context of the cruise shown
in inset map.
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of 225�, and connects the end of Track 3 with the start of Track 1 to form
a closed loop. Tracks 1 and 3 were collected at a speed of 6 knots and have
across-track separations varying from 0 to 300 m across track. Track 2 was
collected at a speed of 4 knots and Track 4 was collected at a speed of 8
knots. Neither diagonal track has a variable track separation between sur-
veys. Diagonal tracks in the Northeast and Southwest quadrants of the sur-
vey were collected once in order to facilitate a survey of Track 1 conducted
with an opposite heading. Five repeated surveys were conducted in total,
but because of the opposite heading survey of Track 1, only Track 3 has
five true repeats. Tracks 1, 2, and 4 have four repeats each that we will
consider in this study.

Processing methods

The data used to obtain a seafloor displacement measurement consists of
two multibeam sonar tracks that have been collected in the same area at
different times. These tracks are close repeats with similar heading and
location, and are ideally collected at the same speed with similar instru-
ments so that they have comparable data density. Although each ping con-
tains bathymetry and sidescan information, sidescan data have a finer
resolution than the bathymetry. This difference in sampling means we
must interpolate bathymetry data for an appropriate model of range and

Figure 2. Sidescan collected during the RR1605 cruise. Regional topography from before the
cruise shown in the gray shaded background. Regional context of the cruise shown in
inset map.
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look angle (required to correct the sidescan range for baseline separations
between the reference and repeat tracks) for sidescan amplitudes. Thus, the
zeroth step for the sidescan processing is to process the bathymetry; we do
so using the MB-System software (Caress and Chayes 2015). At this stage,
we implement appropriate sound velocity profiles, tidal corrections, and
navigation corrections if possible.
Data processing for the sidescan tracks follows the methodology

described in DeSanto, Sandwell, and Chadwell (2016). First, we rotate the
repeated tracks into a consistent coordinate frame of range and azimuth,
correcting for across-track and heading deviations from a reference ship
track. Second, we create grid files of sidescan amplitude as a function of
range and azimuth. The sum and difference of an example pair of gridded
sidescan surveys from Track 3 of the RR1605 experiment is shown in
Figure 3. The sum of the sidescan grids shows the detailed sidescan of the
seafloor while the difference resembles a random noise distribution, show-
ing that a cross-correlation between the reference and repeat is well-
founded. The range displacement of the port and starboard grids is
computed independently by solving for the pixel offset that yields the max-
imum of a normalized cross correlation function, yielding a single displace-
ment for each side. After estimating the port and starboard range
displacements q, we may derive an expression for the average displacement
u as a function of look angle h in a geographical coordinate frame by

Figure 3. Sum (upper) and difference (lower) of two repeated sidescan sonar surveys of Track
3. The port and starboard sidescan data are plotted separately.
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considering the geometry of the swath:

uacrosstrack ¼ 1
2hmax

ðhmax

�hmax
q hð Þsinhoh

uvertical ¼ 1
2hmax

ðhmax

�hmax
q hð Þcoshoh

(1)

The cross correlation analysis yields one range displacement estimate for
each of the port and starboard sides of the swath, so q(h) resembles a step func-
tion. Making this assumption, we may evaluate the above integrals as:

uacrosstrack ¼ 1�coshmax

2hmax
qstarboard�qportð Þ

uvertical ¼ sinhmax

2hmax
qstarboard þ qportð Þ

(2)

The maximum look angle of a 12 kHz multibeam sonar is 75�, but we only
consider data with a look angle less than 65� due to the higher noise at higher
look angles. Assuming hmax ¼ 65�, the expressions for u evaluate to:

uacrosstrack � 0:25ðqstarboard�qportÞ
uvertical � 0:4ðqstarboard þ qportÞ (3)

Figure 4. Displacement estimates between repeated sidescan sonar surveys. Colored points
denote different tracks in the cruise: blue denotes Track 1, red Track 2, purple Track 3, and
orange Track 4.
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RR1605 displacement results

Displacements measured between every valid combination of repeated surveys
are plotted in Figure 4, colored according to ship track. Error bars are calcu-
lated according to the reduced v2 values computed by the peak-fitting algo-
rithm, and agree with the precision reported in DeSanto, Sandwell, and
Chadwell (2016). Correlation coefficients associated with these displacements
range from 0.4 to 0.6. Excluded are displacement measurements between
repeated surveys of Track 1 and the opposite heading survey of Track 1, which
produced correlation coefficients of 0.13–0.15 and subsequently measurements
with far larger uncertainty. The vertical displacement measured in all tracks
varies within 2 m, but the across-track displacement has a variance dependent
on track.

Figure 5. Closure of across-track (filled points) and vertical (open points) displacements, sorted
by track. Vertical axis plots the sum of two displacement measurements while the horizontal
axis plots the displacement that closes the loop. The line y¼ x denotes perfect closure.
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A method by which we may assess the accuracy of these displacement 12
estimates is by forming closed loops of horizontal and vertical offsets from
surveys in subsets of three or more. If no random noise is introduced into
the measurements during the data processing, the displacement between
any two surveys should be predictable using the sum of displacements
obtained using an independent survey as a reference or repeat. We form
closed loops using every possible combination of survey triplets for each of
the four RR1605 tracks. Because Tracks 1, 2, and 4 have four repeated sur-
veys each, there are four possible combinations of triplets for the closure
tests. In contrast, Track 3 has five repeated surveys, which yields 10 pos-
sible combinations of triplets. The different number of triplets for the
tracks is reflected in Figure 5.
Closure test results are plotted in Figure 5 separated by track, with the

displacement between two surveys plotted on the horizontal axis and the
prediction from the other displacements in the loop plotted on the vertical
axis. Darker points correspond to across-track displacements while lighter
points correspond to vertical displacements. In this configuration, points
that plot closer to the line denoted by y¼ x are considered more accurate.
Table 1 displays the RMS of closure differences for the across-track and
vertical displacement estimates associated with each track. The track with
the most consistent measurements is Track 2 while the tracks with the least
consistent measurements are Tracks 1 and 4. Tracks 1 and 3 (blue and pur-
ple, respectively) were collected at a speed of 6 knots and variable baseline,
Track 2 (red) was collected at a speed of 4 knots, and Track 4 (orange) was
collected at a speed of 8 knots. Track 1 displacements show the largest
range of mis-closure while Track 2 displacements show the smallest range.
At first glance, this lends credence to the hypothesis that data collected at a
slower ship speed is of higher fidelity in that the slowest track (Track 2)
yielded the most consistent results, but there is also rough equivalence in
the spread of mis-closure between the Track 1 data collected at 6 knots
and the Track 4 data collected at 8 knots.
We analyze the horizontal and vertical displacements measured between

RR1605 surveys as a function of track separation. Figure 6 shows no dis-
cernible dependence of displacement on track separation, implying that
precise displacement measurements may be obtained even from tracks that
are separated by as much as 300 meters. We interpret this as evidence that

Table 1. RMS values of mis-closures of loops of displacement measurements between
repeated sidescan sonar surveys, sorted by track.
Track Ship speed (knots) RMS across-track mis-closure (m) RMS vertical mis-closure (m)

1 6 0.65 0.75
2 4 0.25 0.37
3 6 0.33 0.45
4 8 0.67 0.65
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the repeated tracks have been successfully translated to a common refer-
ence track, eliminating range errors that would arise due to ship sway from
the reference.

Effects of layered ocean sound velocity

Our analysis thus far has assumed a known speed of sound Cd in the water
column, from which the beam steering is calculated. In the real world, the
sound speed varies as a function of temperature and salinity, both of which
change with depth. We demonstrate this for the RR1605 sidescan data by
considering the sound speed profiles collected from a set of seven expend-
able bathythermographs (XBTs) collected over the course of the survey.
The XBT consists of a disposable sensor deployed over the side of the ves-
sel during a transit that measures temperature as it sinks through the upper
1000m of the water column. These measurements are used as input along-
side a model of conductivity with depth to calculate the sound speed pro-
file using Del Grosso’s equations (Del Grosso 1974). Figure 7 shows the
XBT profiles collected during the RR1605 cruise as well as the RMS of the
XBT profiles. We expect a shallow sound velocity profile derived from an
XBT to be most accurate immediately after deployment and deteriorate
with time. In this way, we expect the RMS values to provide an estimate of
the upper bound of sound speed error as a function of depth, at least for
the duration of the cruise.
Our strategy for using these XBT data to estimate an upper bound for

the displacement errors due to sound speed variations is derived from De
Moustier (1988). In principle, the depth H of a point on the seafloor may
be calculated as H(h) ¼ q cos h ¼ (Cd/2) t cos h, where Cd is the average

Figure 6. Across-track (blue) and vertical (red) displacement estimates between repeated side-
scan surveys, plotted according to track separation.
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sound speed, t is the travel time and q is the slant range. This may be sepa-
rated into perturbations in the surface sound speed and average sound
speed profile. To demonstrate the former effect, consider the case in which
the sound speed Cd is accurate except for some sound speed perturbation
at the sea surface that may be measured during transit. In this case, the
slant range is not affected but the apparent look angle will be bent accord-
ing to Snell’s Law:

sinh'

C'
¼ sinhd

Cd
(4)

As a result, the apparent range profile is distorted to

q' hð Þ ¼ qðhÞ
cosh

cos Sin�1 C'

Cd
sinh

" # !
: (5)

We estimate the effect of this distortion in Figure 8, which shows
the percent change in range as a function of look angle calculated assuming
C0 ¼ Csurface þ RMSsurface using values derived from Figure 7. The range
difference increases for greater angles, causing greater errors for outer
beams. However, this profile is symmetric about nadir, meaning that in the
theoretical case of a flat seafloor, the across-track average of range meas-
urements would be unaffected because the range errors would cancel out.

Figure 7. (Left) Sound speed profiles computed from XBTs deployed during the RR1605 cruise.
(Right) RMS of sound speed profiles computed from XBTs deployed during the RR1605 cruise.
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In reality, the seafloor is not completely flat; we may estimate the across-
track uncertainty by multiplying the topographic relief across the swath by
the percent change in range at relevant look angles. The maximum topo-
graphic relief in the RR1605 survey is �600m; at a look angle of 50�, this
corresponds to approximately 0.3m of across-track uncertainty.
The other source of uncertainty is from errors in sound speed along the

ray path from the ship to the reflector on the seafloor. Assuming sound
speed depends only on depth, the strategy to address this is to consider the
effect on the average speed of sound by integrating sound speed across
the vertical water column, computed using the harmonic mean:

Ch ¼ 1
H0

ðH0

0

dz
CðzÞ

" #�1

: (6)

This will shift the range profile by a constant value since range is linear
with sound speed. As a result, errors in Ch will cause uncertainty in the
vertical displacement measurement. In the RR1605 cruise, we may consider
the RMS of sound speed derived from XBT profiles (Figure 7) as an upper
bound of the sound speed error for the duration of the cruise.
Unsurprisingly, we observe the largest variance in sound speed in the
region of the thermocline between 100m and 300m depth, due to the
propagation of density waves. However, the regions shallower and deeper
are far better constrained.
We estimate the variation in Ch for the duration of the cruise by com-

puting the harmonic mean of the RMS profile. However, since the actual
water depth is �3000m instead of the 800m shown in Figure 7, we must
make an assumption about the sound speed variation at depth. In this case,

Figure 8. Expected uncertainty in range for the RR1605 cruise due to variations in the surface
sound speed, expressed as a percent of range.
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we assume the sound velocity conforms to models of mean annual sound
velocity described by Levitus (1982) and Dushaw et al. (1993). Thus, we
expect the RMS variation observed beneath the thermocline to hold con-
stant throughout the rest of the profile. Since the region of high RMS due
the thermocline is a small portion of the water column, the harmonic
mean of the RMS profile is close to 0.4m/s, being governed primarily by
the stable, deep waters. If we multiply this value by the approximate two-
way travel time of sound through the water column, 4 s, we arrive at an
estimate of 1.6m as the maximum RMS uncertainty in the vertical displace-
ment measurements made during this cruise.

Discussion and conclusions

We demonstrate displacement measurements between repeated sidescan
sonar tracks collected above the Ayu Trough during the RR1605 cruise
with RMS uncertainties of 0.25–0.67 m across track and 0.37–0.75 m in
vertical derived from closure tests. This is sufficient to measure the dis-
placement due to large earthquakes with Mx > 7.0 or submarine slope fail-
ures. The uncertainty of these measurements has little correlation with
across-track separation, demonstrating that we have successfully rotated the
reference and repeat tracks into a consistent reference frame of range and
azimuth. However, we were not able to successfully measure the displace-
ment between two surveys conducted with opposite heading, which may
indicate that this method only works for surveys with similar headings or
that more sophisticated algorithms must be implemented to accommodate
large rotations between reference frames. There is a weak dependence on
the ship speed for speeds <8 knots, reflecting denser sampling on the sea-
floor in the azimuth direction.
For this study, we employed a simple processing strategy that fits a

Gaussian peak to the correlation coefficient using a least-squares inversion.
This method produces fit uncertainties on the order of 0.5m, but the clos-
ure of Track 1 displacements imply an uncertainty closer to 0.65m.
Previous studies of digital image correlation methods have argued that
more robust measurements may be obtained using a spline-fitting or
Newton-Rhapson algorithm (Pan et al. 2009). In addition, our correlation
algorithm implicitly assumes that the ensonified seafloor is moving as two
blocks, one each on the port and starboard of the vessel. Thus, localized
deformation occurring in small subsections of the swath may cause the
algorithm to arrive at a false solution. However, this may be mitigated by
breaking the sidescan surveys into more than two subswaths as long as
doing so does not significantly decrease the cross correlation factor for
each subswath.
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We measured displacements with magnitudes of up to 2m over a 40 h
time scale during which we expect no seafloor deformation. Thus, these
measurements are probably a reflection of uncertainties introduced due to
contributions from the ship navigation and sound speed profile. The con-
tribution due to ship navigation is discussed in detail in DeSanto,
Chadwell, and Sandwell (2018), and contributes 6 cm of uncertainty to the
across-track measurements and 14 cm to the vertical measurements.
However, use of a real-time navigation solution increases these uncertain-
ties in ship location to the scale of many meters, compromising our ability
to measure seafloor displacement with the precision required to capture
phenomena such as surface displacement from offshore earthquakes.
The uncertainty contribution from the sound speed profile may be bro-

ken into three components: the contribution to the vertical uncertainty
resulting from deviations of the average sound speed, the contribution to
the across-track uncertainty from deviations in the surface sound speed,
and horizontal variations in sound speed not measured by the XBT.
Surprisingly, variation in the thermocline seems to have a limited effect on
the average sound speed due to being restrained to a limited section of the
water column. However, even with the current accuracy of the sound vel-
ocity in more stable portions of the water column, we still estimate a 1.6m
upper bound of uncertainty in the vertical component. This estimate
depends on the two-way travel time of sound at nadir and may increase or
decrease with depth accordingly. This estimate is derived from XBT meas-
urements made in the upper water column; for deeper sound speeds we
rely on the Levitus model (Levitus 1982; Dushaw et al. 1993). However, we
are confident this is a reasonable assumption since we expect the sound
speed to be more stable beneath the thermocline. Variation in the surface
sound speed is used to estimate an across-track uncertainty of 0.3m. This
estimate depends on the topographic relief across the swath and will be
minimized as the bathymetry approaches the flat seafloor assumption.
However, it also is specific to the region and time of year in which the
RR1605 survey was conducted. In practice, repeated surveys may be sepa-
rated in time by years instead of hours. In this case, it would be prudent to
collect many XBTs during both the reference and repeat surveys to obtain
two estimates of sound velocity uncertainty, one for each survey.
This study was conducted with a 12 kHz multibeam sonar, but many

research vessels instead employ 30 kHz multibeam sonars. The higher fre-
quency sonar has a finer resolution but is also limited to shallower ocean
depths due to greater attenuation. In deep waters, the 30 kHz multibeam
can still collect bathymetry data but is limited to a narrower swath that
negatively impacts the ground range resolution of sidescan, which
approaches a theoretical singularity at nadir. At present, we have yet to
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conduct an analogous calibration survey with a 30 kHz sonar so it is diffi-
cult to predict whether the higher frequency or narrower swath will domin-
ate displacement measurements in deep waters. However, we expect this
instrument to produce displacement measurements of sufficient, if not
superior, quality at depths shallower than 1500m.
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